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QUESTION 1

On Cascade Profiler, can you run a traffic report that shows all traffic from inside the network to outside the network, but
excludes a proxy server? 

A. No, this cannot be done with Cascade. 

B. Set up the query to ask for all hosts between: Hosts "Within" a group "ByInternalHosts: All" (where All is a host
grouping containing all inside address space) and for Peers set to "Outside oF. ByInternalHosts:All". 

C. Configure query as B above but also add the Proxy Server to the "Outside" list. 

D. Configure query as B above but also add the Proxy Server as a "not" in the Traffic Expression field. The expression
to add would be "not host proxyhost " where proxyhost is the IP Address of the proxy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How is the Cascade Pilot license activated? 

A. The license key is entered during installation. The license is activated either through an Internet connection or by
phone. 

B. The license key is entered during installation. The license must be activated through an Internet connection. 

C. The license key is entered during installation. There is no activation but Cascade Pilot will detect if the license is
already in use on the network. 

D. There is no license key activation. The software image is shipped with the license key installed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A SPAN port is often limited in which way: 

A. Can only capture traffic from a single port. 

B. Can only capture traffic that is routed (not switched) 

C. Can only capture traffic that is ingress or received by the device 

D. The number that can be configured is oftentimes limited to two 

E. Requires at least two monitoring ports to capture a single link 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

NetFlow v9 uses the concept of templates. How do you tell the Cascade Gateway the proper template information? 

A. You configure the NetFlow v9 template on the Gateway for each NetFlow v9 exporting device. 

B. You manually import the NetFlow v9 template for each device. 

C. The template is automatically learned by the Gateway. 

D. All of the above. 

E. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following will show a list of all NetFlow sources sending data to the Cascade system? 

A. The Network Operations Dashboard 

B. The "Interface Information" Report available from the "Reports->Shortcuts" page 

C. The "System > Information" page 

D. The "System > Devices/Interfaces" page 

Correct Answer: D 
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